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Get ready for a busy day in Playtown! The illustrated interiors are packed with detail, showing busy

scenes and cross-sections from around the town, including the airport, the hospital and the shops.

There are lots of things to look for and find on every page, and over 35 flaps to find throughout the

book which reveal fun scenes.
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I stumbled across this book at my local bookstore and LOVE it. Have since ordered it five times for

different birthday gifts. My 2.5 year old boy loves it as well as my 5.5 year old girl. There are LOTS

of flaps on every page and each flap has text underneath. The illustrations are charming and full of

detail. Every time we read this book we notice something we haven't seen before. Can't recommend

it highly enough. I'm looking forward to the airport version coming out in April 2015.

This book is great. It's big, and there are tons of lift-the-flaps. Our son was locked into this book

from the moment it arrived today.I appreciate how many flaps there are, and that they're exactly

over natural boundaries (eg the edges of a window or the door of a car). I also like the bold, simple

lines in the illustrations are even as each page contains so much to get lost in.

This book is interactive and endlessly entertaining. There are so many things to point out and flaps



to lift. I got this for my 1.5 year old but could see myself reading with him when he's 4. Solid

investment.

This is one of my 2 year old daughter's favorite books. It has so many flaps, words, things to look at

and it's very clever. My 7 year old son even likes reading it with us and points out things like how the

bird who flew away on page 1 is found on page 3, and the dog who ran away is found under the

table in the hotel. It's our favorite Priddy Book.

Great book with lots of things going on. But where's the hospital promised in the description and the

front and inside cover?Seriously, anyone know what happened to the hospital? It's clear it was

originally intended to go next to the fire station, but it's not there. At least, not in the book I have....

(And there's no school, either.)

Fun book. Dozens of flaps to open on every page, lots to notice and discover in the pictures. Text is

probably better suited to a preschooler / early elementary, but my toddler loves those flaps for now.

My 2.5 year old loves this book! It was the champion of our summer vacation. Even though she

can't read, she loved opening all the flaps and seeing what's inside. Wonderful book, and lots of

kitty cats in there too.

So many flaps to lift! The problem is there are also so many words to read. So great for lifting flaps

but there really is no story and the copious amount of text won't hold my daughter's attention when

there are more flaps to find.Good quality. Holds up well.
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